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Penetration and power, Alan McKee, p 
This paper analyses the ways in which it is possible to imagine the relationship between sexual 
penetration and the expression of power. Taking the particular instance of a penetrative act in the 
US gay porn film Hard at Work, it applies a series of critical approaches in an attempt to make 
sense of perceived power relations in that text. Equations of power and activity, power and 
physical strength, power and the possession of a penis, power and the ability to gaze and power 
and the control of discourse are all considered and found to be inadequate to the task. The paper 
finally suggests that in order to usefully discuss relations of power in sexual acts, it is necessary 
to accept the radical reconceptualisation of power suggested by Mark Gibson, and begin to 
understand it not as an objective, measurable and real quantity, but as an effect of the 
interpretation of particular situations. 
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PENETRATION AND POWER 
Sex ... is whittled down by the male so that, in fact, it means penile intromission ... 
fucking is an act of possession — simultaneously an act of ownership, taking by force; it 
is conquering ... ‘the sex act’ means penile intromission followed by penile thrusting ... 
The woman is acted on; the man acts and through action expresses sexual power, the 
power of masculinity. Fucking requires that the male act on one who has less power. 
(Dworkin 1981, 23) 
In a paragraph delightfully indexed as ‘Penis, essential purpose of’ (1981, 295), Andrea Dworkin 
in Pornography: Men Possessing Women sets out a series of objections to pornographic images. 
The arguments rely on collapsing together a series of terms whose affinity has been repeatedly 
taken as commonsensical in what might be termed a first wave of feminist anti-pornographic 
writing. The terms involved are: the gaze, penetration, power, identification, and objectification.  
Cathy Waldby suggests that the link between penetration and power continues in even 
recent feminist writing, propagating an assumption of ‘a masculine penetrative drive on the one 
hand and a feminine violability on the other’ (1995, 270). Over the past fifteen years, feminist 
work has of course challenged writings of penetration and power which would unproblematically 
insist that to be penetrated is to be powerless, and to penetrate is to express power. As Waldby 
suggests, the exchange of power in such a genital act can as easily be understood as ‘the vagina’s 
embrace or grasp of the penis’ as of ‘powerful male penetration of soft womanly interior space’ 
(270). And indeed, the question of penetration is now open to more complex discussions than that 
afforded by Dworkin’s germinal work.  
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And yet in recent discussions — particularly and surprisingly in the arena of lesbian sexual 
theory — penetration remains problematic. It is, after all ‘the phallic act par excellence’ (Reich 
1992, 120). Indeed, while June Reich is keen to distance herself from those in ‘the feminist 
community, mostly by Lesbian Separatists who outlaw s&m practices ... and anti-pornography 
feminists, who claim in various degrees that sex hurts women’, she simultaneously must insist 
that ‘lesbian penetration’ must be understood as distinct from ‘heterosexuality’ (1992, 120); an 
insistence which seems to insist that lesbian penetration can thus be good only to the degree to 
which it is distinct from (bad) heterosexual penetration. Penetration remains problematic, and is 
raised as an issue which must be carefully discussed: 
I know a butch woman who likes to be penetrated by a butch lover, pretending they are 
both gay men. Why should that be perverse? (Reich 1992, 122).  
Again, the terms in which Reich proposes the question make clear that indeed the concept of 
penetration remains problematic. Similarly, Heather Findlay quotes ‘Daraless and Nancy, two 
self-described “outrageous and oversexed S/M dykes” ’ who write to On Our Backs complaining 
about a craze for lifelike dildos: ‘Don’t misunderstand us’, the write, ‘we’re heavily into 
penetration ...’ (1995, 329). It is clear that ‘the now almost mythologised examples of the wars 
between lesbian s/m protagonists and lesbian separatists or anti-pornography feminists and 
radical sex advocates’ retain some discursive currency, as recent ‘battles ... over sexuality, power 
and pleasure (Bensinger 1992, 69, 90) continue to discuss the power implications of penetrative 
acts. 
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In her book Intercourse, Dworkin points to heterosexual intercourse — defined as the 
penetration-invasion of one passive (female) object by an active (male) subject — as the 
root cause of sexual violence (Bensinger 1992, 74).  
The conclusions may not be the same in recent writing, but the equation of terms, and the 
problematic status of penetration, seems to remain. Even as gender roles self-destruct under 
intense critical scrutiny, it is possible to keep the equation of penetration with activity and the 
expression of power (and of masculinity): 
I might offer the hypothesis that ‘boys’ like to fuck and ‘girls’ like to be fucked and 
situate these two positions, masculine and feminine, as extremes or poles of a 
gender/sexuality spectrum  (Reich 1992, 121). 
 
PENETRABILITY AND POWER 
This paper sets out with an avowedly prosaic impulse. Against the background of debates about 
the meaning of penetration, and attempts to insist on the power relations implicit in both the act, 
and representations of the act, of corporeal penetration, the article aims to look in some detail at 
the ways in which power is cued in a single text. Taking the relationships between penetration, 
activity, and power to be problematic rather than given, it seeks to discover how obvious the 
expression of power is in a given penetrative situation. What are the textual cues in a 
representation of such sex that allow sense to be made of their relations of power? 
The inspiration for the paper is the first scene of the American gay porn video Hard at 
Work (Rosebud Male, 1992). The scene features anal penetration; and yet it seems obvious on a 
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casual viewing of this scene that the actor being penetrated is performing a more powerful role 
than the actor doing the penetrating. The paper examines the scene in some detail, asking what it 
means to refer to the distribution of power in such a scenario; and proposing a way of thinking 
such relations which takes seriously the problematics of penetration. 
Two actors — A and B — have sex. They are not named, and have few lines. 1 There is no 
attempt to establish characters, although they can be distinguished by physical appearance: A has 
longer hair, B is slightly darker-skinned. Both are hugely muscled and rigorously shaved. During 
this scene, it is A who is penetrated. His appearance of holdling power in such a situation, then, is 
cited not simply to insist that being penetrated is not equivalent to powerlessness: this is taken to 
be already proved. The issues raised are rather, what are the conditions of power? In these sexual 
acts, how does one make sense of power, or who is in control? And if it is no longer the case that 
power can be adequately secured to a single act (it is stabilised by penetration), then on what 
grounds is it tied down? How do we know who is in control? 
The scene is set in a builder’s yard. A and B are dressed as handymen. B is hammering a 
piece of wood in a desultory manner. 
A initiates the sexual encounter. He approaches B:  ‘Ah, forget about it. We’ll get to it 
later’. 
A removes B’s shirt and tool belt. 
A removes his own shirt. 
A: ‘Give it to me’. 
B: ‘Okay’. They kiss. 
A licks B’s body 
B removes A’s shorts. 
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B climbs onto a stepladder. A licks B’s body again. 
A fellates B. He is on his knees. ‘Come on, hit me [on the face, with the penis]’, he says. 
B does so. 
A removes his own shorts and underwear. 
A fellates B. 
A: ‘My turn now’. He gets up on the stepladder. B fellates A. A: ‘Yeah, suck that. Suck it. 
Stick your mouth on it. Suck it. Come on. Yeah. Come on. That’s good. Get it nice 
and hard. Up and down. Yeah. Uhu. Take it all the way down. Yeah’. 
A: ‘Bend over’. A fingers B’s anus. A: ‘Bend over’. A rims B. 
A: ‘Gimme that ass, come on’. A penetrates B digitally, ‘How does that feel?  You want a 
nice big fat cock to pound your ass, eh?  You like that huh?  You like that?  You 
wanna get fucked eh?  In this tight butt, eh?  Yeah. You know what I want you to 
do to me?  I want you to fuck me, put that big dick up my ass. Come here. 
C’m’here’.  
A lies down. B penetrates him digitally. A: ‘Yeah, finger that ass, c’mon. Fuck me with 
that finger, c’mon, oh yeah, fuck me, c’mon, oh fuck yeah. C’mon, use this’; A 
passes dildo to B. B penetrates A with the dildo. A lies without moving. A: 
‘C’m’ere and sit on my face’. B does so. A rims B, while continuing to penetrate 
himself with the dildo. Both masturbate themselves at the same time.  
B ejaculates onto A’s chest. A ejaculates onto his own stomach. 
B leans over and kisses A. 
A: [laughs]. ‘Fuck’. 
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ACTIVITY AND PASSIVITY 
It is unfortunate for the theorising of activity and passivity in sexual relations that penetration, in 
the classic missionary position, involves both the physical passivity of the female and her 
penetration. The language of Dworkin insists that these two coincidental facts are indeed the 
same fact. While feminist film theory in the fifteen years since Dworkin’s book has addressed 
such issues, the equation of physical passivity and powerlessness under the name ‘femininity’ has 
continued in much of this work. As June Reich notes, for example, in relation to a series of 
arguments around feminine ‘masquerade’ (Doane 1990): 
Heterosexual masquerade theories stabilise the feminine=passive/ masculine=active 
equation in biological terms, so that ‘women’ are only able to assume an active position 
by taking on a male perspective ... This has proven to be problematic for feminist 
theorists, who have been forced to argue ... that active pleasure can only be taken by men, 
or women acting like men (1992, 119). 
Despite such a commitment to the connection between power and (physical) activity in 
penetrative moments, it is obvious that there is no essential articulation of these terms. On the 
simplest level, for example, physical activity is easily articulated to being penetrated:  it merely 
requires placing the penetrated partner on top. A series of straightforward arguments can be 
mounted in which being penetrated can be understood as powerful in the terms of Dworkin’s 
classic formulation by means of linking penetration with physical activity. 
It is interesting to note, however, that in the scene descibted above, A is largely physically 
passive while he is being penetrated: he lies on his back with his legs in the air while the process 
occurs. The scene thereby proves particularly useful for it makes clear that in these arguments, 
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not only must physical activity be disengaged from penetration, but both must be disengaged 
from directly causal relations of power. A is penetrated and A is physically passive; and yet it 
appears that A sustains a position of power in this text. 
Similarly, and again on a crassly corporeal level, it is the case that the social category 
‘woman’ by and large contains people of less physical strength than ‘man’. Once again, a 
coincidence of terms leads to a collapse of meaning whereby the terms come to be regarded as 
synonymous in discussions of penetration. Typically, penetration has involved a physically 
stronger person entering (/being enveloped by) a physically less strong person. The relevance of 
such a history for attempts to work out who is in the powerful position in a moment of 
penetration are obvious.  
Gay male pornography has contributed to this collapse of terms, contributing to a reading 
of penetrative acts in terms of roles not just (physically) active or passive, but (physically) 
stronger. There are debates in lesbian sexuality about the roles of ‘butch’ and ‘femme’, whereby 
penetration and power are linked by performances of both physical strength and physical activity 
(Reich 1991, 117). That such concatenations of physical strength, masculine role and penetrative 
ability have been mobilised in relation to homosexual relations — in at least common-sense 
discourse — is obvious: 
Homos, it was made clear to this writer after sitting in on several group sessions as an 
observer friend of the Doctor’s, have their marital problems just like everyone else. The 
deviate in question, whom we’ll call Freddie, is the ‘wife’ of an aggressive, hypersexed 
‘husband’ who works as a grip in the motion picture industry. Freddie’s husband has a 
predilection for performing sodomy on his reluctant mate (Bishop 1968, 58). 
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‘Performing sodomy’ is a apt phrase which sums up the active nature of penetration, and the 
physical strength implicit in the power which forces a ‘reluctant’ mate to be penetrated. Such a 
model can be found in many gay male pornographic films. The ‘butch’ and the ‘femme’ of 
lesbian vocabulary are replaced by the ‘macho’ and ‘fey’ (Jackson 1995, 134), or even the ‘top’ 
and ‘bottom’ (Simpson 1994, 135). In all of these names, articulations are insisted upon between 
power and activity, strength, physical potency.  
Having acknowledged this history, the opening scene of Hard at Work does not in fact 
follow these models. It rather takes up the possibilities of gay male culture in which strong and 
hard bodies come to represent penetrability: 
Even the most macho gay image tends to modify cultural fantasy about the male body if 
only by suspending the main response that the armoured body seems developed to induce: 
if this is still the body that can fuck you ... it is no longer — quite the contrary — the body 
you don’t fuck with (D A Miller, quoted in Bersani 1995, 18, emphasis in original). 
Both of the characters in Hard at Work are physically powerful. Hugely muscled, ridiculously 
well built, strenuously waxed to ensure that every centimetre of definition is apparent, their 
biceps, triceps and laterals strain against the skin as they have sex. It is not possible to map 
relations of power in this act of penetration onto either physical activity or physical strength. So 
how are relations of power made apparent in such a situation?  
 
Identifying power 
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The quotation from Andrea Dworkin which opens this piece is taken from her book 
Pornography, subtitled ‘Men Possessing Women’. This article has so far discussed the ways in 
which it is possible to make sense of power relations in penetrative sex acts, but it should be 
more honestly noted that what is being discussed is the ways in which it is possible to make sense 
of power in representations of penetrative sex acts. This distinction is vital. A strand of film 
theory which has proved more explicitly durable than Dworkin’s theories of power and 
penetration has been that initiated by Laura Mulvey. Mulvey introduced another set of linked 
terms in making sense of  gendered (though not explicitly sexual) representations. For Mulvey, 
powerlessness was linked to objectification, to passivity — and to being looked at: 
In a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been split between 
active/male and passive/female .... the spectator identifies with the main male protagonist, 
he projects his look onto that of his like ... so that the power of the male protagonist as he 
controls events coincides with the active power of the erotic look (Mulvey 1990, 33, 34) 
Mulvey’s article was originally published earlier than Dworkin’s work (Screen, Autumn 
1975), and yet remains a commonly cited article, even in recent writing on representations of 
gender. Although Mulvey is not writing specifically on representations of penetrative sex acts, 
her work has proven applicable to discussions of pornography.  This  mobilisation is made 
possible by linguistic coincidences — Mulvey’s concern with ‘objectification’, for example, fits 
neatly into concerns about the rendering of women as ‘sexual objects’.  
In Mulvey’s formulation, powerlessness is once again to do with ‘passivity’: but more than 
this, it is about the possession of the look. This idea is constructed around classical Hollywood 
films in which both male and female characters are envisaged. The commonplace reduction of 
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Mulvey’s argument to ‘men look’, ‘women are looked at’, although its language fits nicely into 
the structure of activity and passivity, is not an accurate account of her work. Mulvey’s proposals 
might better be rendered as, ‘Men (in films) are looked at in order to secure identification’, 
‘women (in films) are looked at in order to secure visual pleasure’. Thus, for Mulvey, films 
structure, and thus guarantee relations of power within a text.  To understand the ways in which 
power is expressed in Hard at Work, Mulvey would argue, it is necessary to look at the way in 
which characters are constructed to be looked at: by other characters, and by viewers. 
Before going on to explore the implications of this distinction, it is interesting quickly to 
mention the way in which ‘to be looked at’ implies powerlessness. Richard Dyer has complicated 
this version of power by bringing in those versions discussed above, that is, physical strength and 
physical activity: 
the idea of looking ... as power and being looked at as powerlessness overlaps with ideas of 
activity/passivity. Thus, to look is thought of as active, whereas to be looked at is passive ... 
Images of men are often images of men doing something ... Even when not actually caught 
in an act, the male image still promises activity by the way the body is posed. Even in an 
apparently relaxed, supine pose, the model tightens and tautens his body so that the muscles 
are emphasised, hence drawing attention to the body’s potential for action (1982, 66, 67) 
Dyer complicates the relation between being looked at and being passive. But, as suggested 
above, Mulvey is in fact arguing that ‘to be looked at’ for identification is to be powerful, ‘to be 
looked at’ for pleasure is to be powerless.  
Mulvey sees this power as twofold: it is the power of the (male) viewer over the text; and 
the power of male characters in the diegesis over female characters. Mulvey writes as though 
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structures of identification and looking are obvious and unproblematic. Differences in gender 
mark differences in possibilities for identification; a certain and reliable way of marking power is 
instituted. But, once again, the example of Hard at Work proves productive in addressing debates 
around the representation of power for it is not so obvious how identification would be 
understood in a situation like Hard at Work. In at least one sense, both of the characters in the 
scene are ‘powerless’, shot to be read as sexual objects for spectators of the film. This offers little 
as a useful strategy for work attempting to make sense of the power relations exhibited in this 
particular penetrative act. If it is accepted that the relations of power collapsed by Mulvey — 
looking relations within the text and looking relations outside the text — can be disarticulated, 
then it might be possible to make sense of the relations of power within the text without insisting 
that both characters are equally disempowered by being sexual objects. 
Film theorists have agreed,with a certain smugness, that structures of identification and 
looking in gay male pornography are really quite mobile: 
The gay male spectator’s options for identification among camera, profilmic gazing male 
and object of the gaze are multiple and mobile ... The viewer is solicited to identify with 
any of the ... positions on the screen, and in fact for many viewers the real erotic charge ... 
will stem from the multiple or vacillating identifications it elicits and confirms (Jackson 
1995, 134, 138-9). 
I  agree with Waugh that in gay as opposed to straight porn, ‘the spectator’s positions in 
relation to the representations are open and in flux’ (Fung 1991, 154). 
Although it cannot be proven, it is hard to resist the suspicion that such discoveries are less to do 
with the special qualities of gay pornography than with the limitations of Mulvey’s original 
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thesis. In fact, structures of identification and looking and thus relations of power may never have 
been quite as static and determined as she suggested. It may be that the structures of looking 
Mulvey perceived are actually produced by readings which start with gender, rather than being 
unquestionably structured by such roles in the texts themselves. That is to say, unless a reader 
previously expects power relations to be structured by gender (in which case both the texts 
addressed by Mulvey and others may very well fit such structures), the looking and identification 
structures of any text may be less rigid than Mulvey’s ideas might suggest. 
Having set up the arguments of those who champion the freedom of identification (and 
thus, in Mulvey’s formulation, of power) in gay pornography, it is possible to point to another 
strand of writing which insists on a looking/identification/power structure in gay pornography 
that is as rigid and determined as anything proposed by Mulvey.  
the narrative [in gay male pornographic films] is never organised around the desire to be 
fucked, but around the desire to ejaculate (Richard Dyer, quoted in Waugh 1995, 314).  
Thomas Waugh reluctantly concurs on this point, accepting that it is true of ‘many or even most 
theatrical films’ (Waugh 1995, 315; he does suggest this is less the case for noncommercial sites 
of representing gay desire).  
although at the level of public representation, gay men may be thought of as deviant and 
disruptive of masculine norms, because we assert the pleasures of being fucked and the 
eroticism of the anus, in our pornography this takes a back seat (Richard Dyer, quoted in 
Waugh 1995, 314). 
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Dyer suggests that identification in gay pornography is necessarily with the penetrater. As 
Jackson insists, though, this identification is not obvious. Even accepting film theory’s insistence 
that certain structures of editing and camera angles promote relationships between texts and 
spectators (suture, identification), it is not obvious that such structures have any place in 
pornographic texts. At some points, identification is obviously promoted by these films. In one 
example whose provenance I cannot exactly cite2, a scene of penetration is organised around a 
point-of-view shot (facilitated by some clever model work) from inside the anus of the 
penetratee. However, apart from such explicit examples of promoting identification (and an 
example such as this might easily be dismissed through terms such as excess, irony, and so on), it 
is not clear that it is obvious in given scenes which character is available for identification, which 
for visual pleasure and, thus, how power (in these formulations) is structured. As is suggested 
above, both characters in the first scene of Hard at Work are shot to offer visual pleasure, and the 
scene features what might loosely be labelled point-of-view shots for both characters. In short, 
this paper favours the arguments of Jackson about freedom of identification in gay pornography, 
but in doing so takes these texts to be more representative than transgressive: identification is not 
as rigid and determinate as previous film theory has suggested. 
 
OBJECTIFYING POWER 
Andrew Dworkin, and the lesbian feminist sexual theorists who would appear to oppose her 
work, share a similar desire to discover the reality of power in given sexual situations. And 
Dworkin’s equation of the penis with penetration and with power, remains surprisingly dominant 
in later writing. In many efforts to make sense of power in penetrative acts, there is a suggestion, 
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almost ridiculous when stated in its most blatant form, that possession of a penis automatically 
denotes the possession of power in a given penetrative situation. 
Take again the example of Judy Reich, who insists that lesbian penetration must be 
understood as distinct from heterosexuality. The reason for her insistence on this difference is 
made clear in Terralee Bensinger’s assertion that lesbian penetrative encounters are less 
determined with relation to power than are heterosexual encounters: 
Power operates at all times where difference is involved: yet within this lesbian context, 
power relations — which in a heterosexual matrix are (usually) represented as stable, 
static, rigid and ontologically grounded in a sex/gender suture — are dispersed, confused, 
and often rendered ambiguous ... (1992, 88)  
When Bensinger insists that lesbian penetrative acts ‘throw into question the social 
relations of power by highlighting instability’ (1992, 88), she does not make explicit why lesbian 
sex should be less determined with relation to power than is heterosexual sex. It is left to Sue 
Ellen Case to make the case explicitly. Judy Reich summarises: 
Case maintains that in butch=femme camp, both partners are performers, because the 
penis is conspicuously absent and women are playing to each other ... (1992, 119)  
‘The penis is conspicuously absent’. In recent lesbian theorising of penetration and power, then, 
the penis retains a hugely privileged status. It is the object on which power is grounded. If 
penetration takes place by a finger, or a tongue, or even a dildo, then power relations are open for 
negotiation. However, if the penetrating object is a penis, then power relations are immediately 
secure. The penetrator is then, at the point of phallic insertion, in a position of power. 
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A similar collapse of terms takes place in an article which explicitly seeks to discuss power 
relations in gay pornographic texts. Richard Fung’s ‘Looking for my penis’ sketches the way in 
which Asian men have been placed in these texts, making a strong case that the playing of roles 
around power has structured Asian actors into these relations in particular ways (1991). Fung 
interprets these images as being of ‘passivity’, and suggests that the search for an active Asian 
image in gay male pornography has been a process of, precisely, ‘looking for my penis’. The 
penis represents activity, power. To be represented as passive or powerless, in Fung’s 
formulation, has been to be represented as having no penis. (Of course, this is not literally the 
case — the Asian actors he cites have penises — but the strength of the metaphor suggests the 
degree to which such equations have been commonsensical). 
That this is the case is lamentable but understandable. The penis has been quite literally 
rendered as power in the psychoanalytic theory whose impact on cultural and media theory can 
hardly be overstated. And as Jonathan Culler notes, ‘[e]ven those Lacanians who would ... 
argu[e] that the phallus is not the penis reconfirm this structure by taking the male penis as the 
model for their purely symbolic phallus’ (1983, 167). In psychoanalytic models, the phallus 
marks power, the entry into the symbolic domain. It is hardly surprising that writing on the power 
relations of penetrative sexual acts finds the penis to be an inescapable signifier of power. Indeed, 
psychoanalytic theory has found possession of the phallus to be a necessary condition for a series 
of terms which, although not equivalent to power, have obvious links: agency, subjectivity and so 
on (Case 1993, 295). So the fluidity of role-playing in lesbian culture involves a playing with 
power: a power which is expressed phallicly. ‘[T]he butch is the lesbian woman who proudly 
displays the possession of the penis, while the femme takes on the compensatory masquerade of 
womanliness’ (Case 1993, 300)  
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The case of Hard at Work obviously renders such equations again difficult. There is a sense 
in which one is almost apologetic in pointing out the embarrassment of riches when it comes to 
penises in this video. It would be easy, accepting the axioms of previous writing on penetration 
and power, simply to apologise for the gay male overabundance of power-signifiers. But it is 
clear in the scene under discussion that power cannot be so easily objectified. In watching the 
penetration presented here, it seems obvious that there are relations and distributions of power 
other than those due to the possession of a penis. 
 
TALKING ABOUT IT (‘C’M’ERE AND SIT ON MY FACE’) 
Having looked at a variety of explanations for the ascription of power in texts of sexual 
penetration, and found each to be wanting in the particular instance of Hard at Work, another 
approach suggests itself. In reviewing the scene, an obvious explanation emerges for the 
appearance of A’s powerful position in this scenario:  for A has control over the discourse of 
sexuality. While he may not physically force B to perform any act, he maintains what might be 
named directorial control of the action at all times. B does what he is told. He is active as he is 
instructed to be. This provides an immediately appealing, and nicely straightforward way of 
reading the power of sexual situations; and one which is supported by a variety of theoretical 
approaches. 
Recent work in cultural studies — and in particular, postcolonial theory — has insisted that 
control of discourse is inextricably tied up with the exercise of power. To be silenced, in this 
formulation, is the most disempowering thing that can happen to a subordinate group. Gayatri 
Chakravorty Spivak, for example, fearlessly states that ‘[t]he subaltern cannot speak’ (1988,  
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308). Similarly, Edward Said’s portrait of ‘Orientalism’ includes a sketch of the mythical Orient, 
which been constructed the ‘silent Other’ (1985, 5); for him, Orientalist discourses imply that 
colonised groups cannot speak for themselves, and ‘[t]hey must therefore be represented by those 
who know more about [the Other] than [it] knows about itself’  (1985, 7). Similarly, in his survey 
of racism in Western cultures, Robert Miles finds it to be a recurring obsession from Greco-
Roman times onwards that ‘barbarians’ lack the capacity for ‘intelligible speech and reason’  
(1989, 14). In these arguments, the last two qualities — speech and reason — are understood to 
be directly linked. Postcolonial theory insists that the ability to speak is understood to be directly 
related to the expression of power. Such a proposition might be linked with another, perhaps 
unlikely, area: feminist work on comedy. When writing on the ‘mastery of discourse’ Susan 
Purdie, for example, insists on a connection between the ability to function discursively, to gain a 
status as a subject, and to be powerful: ‘masters of discourse [are] ... able to break and to keep the 
basic rule of language ... controlling possession of full human subjectivity ... [and] take power 
over [language]’ (1993, 3, 5). Once again, an explanation is given for the posession of ‘power’. 
It is possible, then, to move beyond previous attempts to tie down power relations in 
penetrative acts as unsatisfactory, and to propose in their place a different object of power: 
discourse. In the first scene of Hard at Work, the obvious power of the penetratee comes from his 
control over language:  his power is a directorial power. The penetrator does what he is told. He 
is largely silent. It might be said that power can be stabilised by language: that in this way, it is 
guaranteed. 
 
BEING WRONG: TAKING THE PLUNGE 
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And this would of course be wrong. 
Earl Jackson Jr describes a scene in a gay pornographic video entitled Plunge: 
two very macho men are asleep ... Cal Jensen, a more fey type, comes out of the house ... 
and leaps into the pool, deliberately splashing the men and waking them up ... They 
grapple with him ... remove his trunks, and drag him out, putting him face down ... The 
pair talk to each other about Jensen’s punishment, the beauty of his ass, and their sexual 
plans for him. They handle him like a sex toy and continually tell him in detail what they 
are about to do to him ... After they eventually carry out their plans ... Jensen opens his 
eyes, smiles wryly into the camera, and plunges into the pool, repeating the cycle 
(Jackson 1995, 134-5) 
This video raises many of the issues cited above: the men in charge are described as physically 
more powerful than the man who is penetrated, and are more active. More than this, they are also 
in control of discourse, choreographing the scene, talking through it, describing what will be 
done. And yet, it is clear from Jackson’s description that he finds the ‘fey’ Jensen to be, at least in 
some sense, powerful in the above scene. None of the above attempts to delineate power — 
including the proposition around discourse which the paper seemed to reach on the basis of Hard 
at Work — proves to be sufficient to account for this interpretation.  
This example is not cited simply to suggest that the resort to discourse needs more work. It 
is rather provided in the spirit of suggesting that whatever method is proposed for tying down the 
distribution of power in a given penetrative act, it will always be insufficient. To suggest the 
larynx as a new phallus, the ability to speak as equivalent to wielding power, simply reproduces 
the rigid determinisms of those accounts which find in the possession of external genitalia an 
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exercise of power. This is not an appeal for more sensitive, more contextual readings of power in 
its specific manifestations. It is rather a call entirely to abandon the way in which power has 
previously been conceptualised. It is a suggestion that if it is to be possible adequately to discuss 
penetration and power, power can no longer be understood to be an object. 
 
WHAT IS POWER? 
Michel Foucault provides the most familiar, and most influential, of recent conceptualisations of 
power. His work is well known for suggesting limitations in previous conceptualisations of 
power in cultural theory, specifically that prejudice which saw power as exercised only by state 
apparatuses; and the tendency to ignore the productive aspects of power. However, in making 
these suggestions, Foucault fails to make a more basic challenge to the notion of power: in his 
descriptions, it remains as an object. 
Foucault rejects ‘purely juridicial conception of ... power’ (1984, 60) to insist that:  
If power were never anything but repressive, if it never did anything but to say no, do you 
really think one would be brought to obey it?  What makes power hold good, what makes 
it accepted, is simply the fact that it doesn’t only weigh on us as a force that says no, but 
that it traverses and produces things, it induces pleasure, forms, knowledge, produces 
discourse ... (61). 
But this reconceptualisation of the functions of power still allows power itself to remain an 
external force. It may be productive, including productive of sexuality (62), but it is still an 
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objective force: it is there, or it is not there. In any given situation, the relations of power simply, 
incontrovertibly exist; they cannot be denied.  
Other recent formulations continue to worry at this sense of how power functions, without 
challenging its supposedly objective nature. Alphonso Lingis, for example, insists that: 
power is not a commodity or a good; it is an active relationship ... A power-coupling is a 
succession of dissymetries ... in which each party goes through a succession of changes of 
emotion, in which each party forms a succession of different senses of self, and a 
succession of different identities (1996, 156). 
But even insisting that power is relational, that it is shifting, does not challenge its nature as an 
object. 
In order to discuss successfully the relation between penetration and power in pornographic 
texts, it is necessary to take a further step, a breakthrough in the conceptualisation of power, one 
which has been suggested by Mark Gibson in his work on the way the term has been placed in 
the tradition of cultural studies: 
the mediatedness of truth, the rejection of essentialism, these are principles which are 
almost universally agreed upon ... What is far less certain is the position one ought to take 
on power ... It provides the fall back after the deconstruction of truth: we can demonstrate 
that truths are constructed: therefore, the determining function that has been attributed to 
them must by performed by power ... (1995, 97) 
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In place of such approaches, Gibson proposes an understanding of ‘power as a fiction ... not as 
unmediated material effect, but more as cultural studies has become used to understanding truth 
— as a mediated, and therefore “fictional” construction’ (103).  
The implications of such a reconceptualisation are immense. In the case of pornographic 
texts, the suggestion is that the power present in any given situation can never be adequately 
explicated. It is never possible to point to an object, or a set of editing strategies, or a line of 
dialogue, which will finally guarantee the truth of power in an act of penetration. Not only is 
power never present outside of reading strategies (there has to be someone there to understand or 
to express power), it is never certain even at any given moment. For Lingis, power may shift. In 
this formulation, it becomes apparent that there might be several different — and quite correct — 
interpretations of the distribution of power in a single penetrative act, at any one time. It may be 
that both of the characters in Hard at Work can be read as powerful in the penetrative encounter: 
the tendency in work on penetrative sexual encounters up to this point would be to insist that one 
reading would be correct, that obviously there must be a real distribution of power at work at 
some point. But as Gibson points out, any work which accepts the basic deconstruction by media 
and cultural studies of terms such as ‘truth’ must be immediately wary of any such appeal to an 
unproblematic external reality in which power might reside. 
The possibilities of such a position for making sense of penetration are obvious in Cathy 
Waldby’s perceptive comment that ‘The penis does not act the phallus unless it is lived by one or 
both partners as the phallus’ (1995, 270). For ‘lived’ can be as easily inserted ‘read’, and the 
proposition is finally that the exchanges of power in sexual transactions, as represented in Hard 
at Work, are not determined by penetration, but rely on the reading formations brought to bear on 
the act of penetration: by those taking part, and by those watching.  
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Of course, such propositions are likely to be attacked on the basis of the reality of power. A 
recent article, for example,  from within the deterritorialised and deconstructive ground of queer 
theory, takes the time to attack the idea that different readings of a sexual encounter might be 
equally valid, by insisting on a single real interpretation (grounded in the physicality of the 
body). Heather Brook points out the way in which a single sexual act might be interpreted 
differently by the participants involved, describing an older woman who picks up two young men 
and has a threesome with them: 
We may conjecture that though the thirty-year old feminist felt empowered by her 
seduction of the two young men, the boys felt they’d ‘pulled the easiest root’ of their young 
lives ... Susan tells her friend that it was an education in women’s sexual liberation that she 
gave these boys, which is of course how it ‘read’ to her. Obviously, however, this ‘queer’ 
encounter ... is not as ‘queer’ as it undoubtedly looks. To be politically significant, the 
queer deployment of knowledge in sex must effect a corporeally queer transaction (Brook 
1996, 36, emphasis in original) 
There are, then, different readings of the distribution of power in such an encounter; but 
then, almost against its own logic, Brook’s work insists that only one is real. As with previous 
arguments insisting that the realities of power are grounded in the penis, here Brook finds the 
body to be a site of apparently uncontestable power. While the acts are ‘read’, she suggests that 
the ‘corporeal ... transaction’ is not: that it either is, or is not queer. But what if the older women 
reads the transaction as a ‘corporeally queer’ one?  This paper insists, against such recent 
readings of the distribution of power in sex acts, that the interpretations of power made by the 
thirty-year old feminist, or by the participants or viewers of Hard at Work can never miss the 
reality of power; for they in fact constitute the reality of power in these situations. 
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POWER TOOLS: READING HARD AT WORK 
Returning to the opening scene of Hard to Work, then, what does this reconceptualisation 
allow us to say about the exercise of power in the penetrative act shown? Following Gibson, it is 
suggested that there is no one way of adequately accounting for the distribution of power in the 
scene cited. Older formulations of power would search the looking relations, the physical 
relations, the possessions of various parts of anatomy, in order to decide what was the real, 
underlying, ineluctable nature of power in the transaction: who was really in control. This 
approach rather insists that no-one is really in control: that power in the scene exists only as it is 
interpreted. 
From this approach, the question, ‘what is the status of power of each of the characters 
involved in the penetrative act?’ becomes a redundant one. Not only are such opinions 
fictionalised and irrecoverable, but in the sense of pornographic videos, the idea of making sense 
of the characters’ motivations and opinions is a dangerously inappropriate one.  In terms of the 
actors involved in the scene, it is certainly the case that power can be made sense of in the pro-
filmic event by which the scene was committed to videotape. But that distribution of power need 
not accord with the sense that might be made of the scene by a viewer: and each of the actor’s 
sense of power need not (probably will not?) accord with the other’s: neither might be powerful, 
in a situation where they are appearing in a pornographic video; or, again, both might be 
powerful, in a situation where they are being paid in order to have sex, to be seen as attractive in 
a culture which strongly values sexual attractiveness. Either might see themselves are more 
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powerful in a penetrative act where A takes on a traditionally despised feminine role, and B does 
what he is told. 
A spectator of the film has the possibility of ascribing a variety of distributions of power in 
making sense of Hard at Work. Following Mulvey’s theories, he [sic] might read both of the 
characters in this scene as powerless - presented as sexual objects for his masturbatory fantasies.  
Equally, a viewer could understand both characters as being more powerful than him, as they 
more adequately fit certain models of what one needs to be in order to succeed in Western society 
(attractive, muscular, American) . It appears to me, perhaps informed by certain arguments 
around mastery of discourse, that it is the penetratee who is actually in the more powerful 
position in this scene. To other spectators, unable to reconcile the act of being penetrated with 
power in any form, the silent figure of the penetrator may be more powerful.  
This is not to insist that power does not exist — that any readings of power are equally 
acceptable. Certain structures of interpretation will historically tend to determine what can be 
regarded as a powerful situation and what cannot. It is also not to deny the facility of power: in a 
situation where several participants agree on the distribution of power, the effects can be 
devastating. It is, however, to insist that in Hard at Work there is no single, solid and sufficient 
account of power distribution which can be simply cited as accounting for the penetrative act in 
the text. 
 
CONCLUSION 
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The opening scene of Hard at Work proves to be particularly productive for a consideration of 
how power is distributed in acts of penetration. It does not map easily onto previous approaches 
to the problem: questions of physical activity and physical strength cannot be invoked to explain 
this situation: nor can looking relations, nor structures of identification. The possession of a 
Lacanian penis similarly fails to explain power in this scene. Even an attempt to invoke mastery 
of discourse as the guarantee of power fails. In this, perhaps the most productive aspect of Hard 
at Work is its ability to be displaced by Plunge as a gay pornographic scene of penetration in 
which obvious markers of power can be read. It is this which makes most clear the impossibility 
of a project which insists that there is, in each act of penetration, a single, objective, identifiable 
instance of power which might be isolated, labelled, distributed. 
Of course, and as Mark Gibson realises, these comments will be wilfully misused. To assert 
the fictional (‘mediated’) status of power, to insist that moments of power are only meaningful 
insofar as we make sense of them, is not to suggest that power is any less ‘real’. But these 
arguments have been taking place in media and cultural studies for so many years now that it is 
hard to believe that bringing power into their gambit will result in anything less than the 
repetition of familiar and unproductive arguments:  the status of truth as fictional does not render 
it any less ‘real’; the status of the public as fictional does not render it any less ‘real’ (Hartley 
1992, 197, 1); the status of gender roles as fictional does not render them any less ‘real’; the 
status of sexual identities as fictional does not render them any less ‘real’ (Jagose 1996, 86). 
Similarly, the above conceptualisations of power should be read as marked by some form of 
health warning:  ‘The status of power as fictional does not ...’ 
In order to discuss the distribution of power in penetrative acts it is necessary to take 
account of the nature of power as an interpretive entity. Any attempt to insist that a given 
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penetrative act in fact means one particular distribution of power ignores the work of two decades 
of media and cultural studies; and it ties down notions of power in ways that are not only 
unattractive, but unhelpful in any attempt to make sense of the circulation of media texts in the 
cultures in which we live. 
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1 The actors could be any of the following: Eddie Resi, Joe Romano, Kurt Manning, Mitch Green, Tony Montana, BJ 
Moore, Max or Angle Del Rio. 
2  One of the hazards of working with those forms of popular culture which have traditionally been demonised by the 
knowledge classes is the difficulty of successfully archiving or correctly referencing texts.  The film in question here 
was viewed in a situation which might best be described as 'informal', and I have no further information on its title, 
director or date.  All I can add is that I think it was German, and both participants in the scene described were blond. 
